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Abstract

The IAEA have discussed the need for an NDA instrument to varify that UFg
production is within the range of declared enrichment at gas centrifuge
plants.
The instrument must be capable of making a go-nogo decision on whether the
enrichment is greater than or less than 20%. It must also be capable of
being used during a limited frequency unanounced access (L.F.U.A.)
inspection of cascade areas.

1. Introduction

The Go-No Go detector presently being developed uses X-ray spectroscopy to
determine the enrichment of the UFo gas in the pipework based on the number
of the 185.72 KeV y rays emitted from the gas.
This measurement is greatly complicated by deposits of Uranium and its
daughter products on the walls of the pipework. The y rays emitted by the
deposit can be up to 10 times the number emitted by the gas at normal
operating pressure and enrichment.

Two methods are available to distinguish betweerujuhe counts that come from
the gas and the wall. A two geometry technique being developed by the U.S.
and one comparing the ratios of either the 84/63 KeV y rays from the
Thorium daughter products of 23!jU and 23UU respectively or the 186/63 KeV
y rays from 23SU and the 238U daughter product.
The latter method being developed by the U.K. Both systems rely on a
further measurement using X-ray Fluorescence to determine the total gas
contribution to the count.

The equipment being developed at AAEC is designed to be able to use either
measurement system. Initial evaluation will be carried out using the two
geometry technique.

2. Equipment

A high Purity Germanium Detector is used to measure both the gamma and
x-rays emitted from the deposits and the gas. The x-ray fluorescence
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measurements are carried out using a highly collimated • Co source (Fig I)
to excite characteristic U x-rays. These signals are collected on a
Multichannel Analyser from which the relative energy count rates can be
measured.
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3. Measurement Principle

Enrichment is the ration of 23bU/ total uranium content of the gas. A
measurement of the 235U content of the gas can be made using a two geometry
method. One measurement using a wide angle collimator the other using a
narrow angle collimator.

The 2J1>U wide angle collimator signal Uw is a linear combination of the
Gas single "C" plus the Deposit signal "D".

Eql.

235

Uw = G + D

The U narrow angle collimator signal Un is a linear combination of Gas
signal "G" plus Deposit signal "D".

Eq2. UH = G + . D
N a b

The constants a and b depend on collima'tor geometry. The narrow angle
collimator signal is less than the wide angle collimator signal.

Solving Eq 1 & 2 for "G" the gas contribution we get.

Eq3. G - bVUN
b-a

The constants a and b need only be determined for each detector and facility.

Having obtained a measure of the 235U content, the total Uranium content of
the gas is determined by using the X ray fluorescence count rate. The X-ray
fluorescence count rate is propertional to the total Uranium content of the
gas for a given source strength. This measurement is taken concurrently
with the narrow col]imation measurement as the same detector geomitry is
used for both. As can be seen in Fig 1 the only U X-rays seen by the
detector are those in the shaded area, thus eliminating any counts from the
wall.

4. Experimentation

The equipment is installed on the experimental gas centrifuge cascade in
,Nuclear Technology Division. An aluminium manifold section comparable in
size to pipes in overseas cascades was installed in the product line.

When the cascade is operating valuable information on in site performance
will be obtained.
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Development work on the Go-NoGo detector will continue in a laboratory
situation after the cascade is shut down. This work will involve closed
loop experiments to investigate the most viable method of detection given
the low gas pressures and large deposits that will be encounted.


